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**Truck & Container Loading**

**TOUGH JOBS...**

Sometimes you load one truck or container a month with drums, and then there's times when you have to load or unload 10 loads per day. How do you find an efficient, safe and versatile product that interfaces with all your plastic, steel and fiber drums?

**DEMAND TOUGH EQUIPMENT!**

Don't despair! There's a Liftomatic “Parrot-Beak” attachment that's just right for your drum handling operation. Choose between products that handle 1 to 8 drums at a time, safely, efficiently, productively. Single stack, double stack and step-tier if need be! Forklift and hoist/crane attachments are always on duty- always ready to serve. Get a Liftomatic today and start saving money on your drum handling tomorrow.

*Liftomatic Model L8FCB for hoist and forklift applications!*